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MARJORIE NICHOLS
PHOTOGRAPHS FAMILIES
At the bottom of Marjorie
Nichols’ web site you’ll find this
quotation,

Thumbnail images are “linked” to
larger versions. Click on the thumbnail, and the larger version will magically appear. Try it now!
In Adobe Reader, click on the “pages”
icon in the left margin and seen an index
of the newsletter pages
Photographersʼ Formulary at Dawn
Click on the image to see a larger version Don’t forget that BLUE type is hot linked
to a remote URL. We don’t have enough
space in the newsletter for everything we want to show you, so
we create links to other websites which might be of interest to you.
Enjoy exploring the newsletter and when you are done, call us at 800922-5255 to place an order for chemistry for your next Alternative
Process masterpiece!

walked out as the brand new Photo
Editor. She never looked back.
Marjorie makes her portraits of
“children, families and events as
they are, with the emotions and
regard due them. . . [and feels]
that you and the next generations
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should relive these days each time
you look at your photographs.”
"Without our photographs we
Trust is a necessary ingredient of
have no history," Anonymous
her photographs of children and
Refugee
their families.
Marjorie Nichols
Families have
photographs of
invited her back
children, their famitime and again to
lies and their
record gatherworlds, capture the
ings . She was
essence of young
greeted at the
lives, often bringing
door one time
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tears of joy, and al©Marjorie Nichols
with,
“Our favorite
ways recognition and
photographer is here!”
delight, to the parents of her subAnother said Marjorie knows
jects.
within five minutes where time had
Children never sit still, their
stopped from
gaze is fleeting as an gazelle on
the run, and it’s almost impossible her last visit
to predict what they will say or do and was able
to capture the
in the next instant.
family’s esOriginally from Pittsburgh,
sence.
Nichols long ago transplanted to
IncreasBoston, close to the Atlantic shores
she loves. Marjorie was hooked on ingly, her
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work includes
multigenerational photographs.
Photographs of children grown to
adulthood with children of their
own. Her work gives her
“families” continuity to their
lives.
Nichols continues to work
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with film, preferring it to the
photography by her mother, whose obvious convenience of digital
ever present Brownie recorded fam- photography. She owns a digital
point and shoot, dabbles with it
ily occasions. Her first “job” as a
photographer was with the college taking photographs of flowers in
newspaper at Pitt College. She went her garden boxes, but so far hasn’t
taken the digital revolution too seriin looking for a job as a writer and
ously.
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Much of her photography is done
in Black and White, using Ilford’s
HP5, though she showed an early
preference for Tri-X.
Marjorie Nichols is coming to
the Formulary in summer 2011.
She’ll be teaching a workshop on
how to photograph children.
The workshop will include
discussions of how to work with
children - and their parents. She’ll
teach you techniques of how to
engage a child in what you are doing and to make them comfortable
with your presence.
You’ll have ample opportunity to practice and
by the time the workshop is over you’ll have
learned to photograph
children with the skill
and accuracy of a true
family photographer.

Visit Marjorie’s website here to
read more about her work, her
awards and her exhibits.
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